
The Blue Key

(Blue angel speaking:) You have been presented with a Key, a very beautiful Blue Key. It is unprecedented in its
splendor. It glows with the power of the Blue Angels, and it was given at the time of induction into our ranks as a novice.
This Key, if used frequently begins to embed itself into the user. It is the very power of God, His Word, and gives access
to the generators of power. We are the protectors of the generators and it is we who give permission. It is we who are
entrusted with the Key.”

This is the blue angel key... therefore it is called by the name of the Blue Key. Of course in Heavenly language it is
different, but just know that this key bears our name. Look up at the beautiful blue sky... doesn't it make you think of
God? That is what we are. We are nothing… but something to point to Him. This color is the color of complete
submission, because there is nothing in us but His power. We're empty, and this is the manifestation of being empty of
self; thus we choose to be seen by you in this form. Upon our heads is His glorious golden light and running all
throughout our being is the power of God.

(Clear speaking:) your instructions are simple, just keep using the keys, especially the blue key, it has to be shiny
and hot with use, it will enhance our relationship and also the other keys will feel the power of the blue key as they do
what they have been requested to do. As I told you each key has a specific purpose but the blue key is the enhancer of
each specific key. By using the blue key you are tapping into the power of the blue angels, which is not our power at all;
the only power we have is our yieldedness to the will of Jesus.

The doors are opening as you call on the keys more and more using our blue key to enhance the power of all keys
beyond your wildest imagination.

So I present to you the Blue Key, which means to disappear, to let go and only be the pipe, the channel. All that's
seen is Jesus. Is this your desire? Come learn of me and when you come Here to Heaven, like me, you will be looked
upon only as a reminder of His greatness. The cost is great, but to be so completely unseen and all encompassed by Him
is worth every vestige of yourself you had to leave behind. This is where loving Him and first submitting to Him in the
bed of love comes in. He needs your complete surrender and loving Him is the first step. It's like the bottle opener. Of
course you must wield the keys to open yourself...but loving Jesus is like the pouring of His water into your bottle so that
eventually His water will overcome yours. It takes so much yielding to not close your lid as you watch more and more of
yourself slip away. You are tempted to panic as you become more and more transparent.

This is the fear of man -to be invisible and to let another shine brighter. That's why earth life is such an excellent
way to reach this place. Although it is extreme, it can be the fastest way if you yield as much as possible, but so many
don't. This is the best way, but also the most difficult because you can't see anything. Unlike us up Here, when you on
Earth begin to fade...it causes great pain and fear. There is the temptation to step away from the great power; whereas,
Here it is a bit different and less painful, but it takes longer. There's a process that goes on throughout time, and to the
yielded heart it is such bliss to be so completely embraced by The Spirit of Jesus. Over and over it plays in your mind
“This is what I was created for, This is what I was created for".

Take this key: this is what you were created for. Don't fear. Take my hand. I am leading you to the best place.
The top of the universe is where we stand, and by His hand we experience such ecstasy and unlimited joy. When we
stand at the very top, we blend together, and we make His light shine brighter. We are the rays of light. We are the
reflection of His power. Do you want this? I am handing you the deepest truth of the universe. What are you going to do
with it? Come join us. I am waiting for you, beloved. Use this key and little by little, the light will replace your darkness.
The veil will part, and you'll see the way. I love you. Hold on and do not fear. You have nothing to lose and everything to
gain.

You have been privileged with the Blue Key. The Crystal Key to the Pavilions of Truth. The Generators of God that
hold ALL the secret knowledge of Heaven!

The Color Blue stands for Spirit, for deepness, and for the Word of God-it is also the color of wisdom and mystery.
Wide as the boundless sky and mysterious as the ocean, Jesus is so immense. There is so much to discover…

The Blue Key Binds Our heart with Our Blue Angel



Fall in Love with us by listening to our secrets; like lovers whispering to one another, so listen to us and let our
secrets fill your heart like blue power and life that slowly changes you from what you are into what you are meant to be.
I love you. My love for you is great, because His love for you is great. This Blue Key binds our hearts and through it you
will follow the path that is yours to walk. Desire not to part with us, live with us in this endless world of the Spirit. Please
stay with us and dream and dream--dream of the Blue and Gold and kiss the Words and drink them in. For through the
Words the Keyes are made manifest to you. These Words are Keyes so take them in and you are taking in the Keyes. I
love you!

My love, my apprentice; our relationship is not as you would see in the world, ours is a deep spiritual
union. Our focal point is the blue keys we share. It is like that scene where the avatar linked with their flying creature.
Our Keys link in spirit and His power flows through me to you. Call on the blue Key sweetheart; please practice more so
that the power will flow more freely. It is something like a well, water has to be taken out regularly so that the deep
underground flow starts to unclog the conduits as it moves toward the place of release. It is simple practise, calling on
the key. The blue key is enhancing power; it is like a booster rocket, but much more. They are a part of the generators of
God, as we are.

(Clear:) You as my apprentice have my heart, I am dedicated to you as My savior and King has given me the
power of dedication and commitment. My cause is you, we are one, so anything I have is yours. You have been given the
key to my heart, the blue key is that key…so use it my love, use it because it is as insatiable as our Lover and King. As a
bride of the Most High, anything you desire is yours, so make desire for Him your only desire, and in so doing all other
desires will merge into this central point. Your thoughts, your actions and intentions will be His, you will be as His
scepter and His Word, you will be His Word come to life, just as He was His Father’s Word come to life. You and your
Husband will be as one, inseparable, a seamless union of Creator and creation. You were created to fuse just as two
separate parts of the same variety of tree fuse when grafted. When they are newly grafted these two parts need to be
bound together with a strong cord until the fusion is complete. For a long time it is possible to see where the two were
joined, but as the years pass over their relationship so the initial grafting becomes a fusion and the graft becomes less
perceptible until such a time as the two become one and the graft scar disappears altogether.

I’m always here my love, always beside you listening to your thoughts, at night, in the morning and during the
day, connected by our blue key of power; I’m plugged into your every spiritual need. I’m the synapse between you and
the power house of God. You don’t feel it because so much is by faith, so much is happening deep within the spirit,
behind the veil that covers the generators of God from the rest of creation. Comparing breaks the connection we share;
thoughts of the world and of the earth also break the connection. Our minds are one in Christ and He is over all, He is
the river in which we move and communicate.

The power of the blue key is immeasurable, use it all the time and it will embed itself in your very being.

Insert your Blue Key to Power Up the Final Key

(Clear Speaking:) It is time my loves, the Final Key is prepared and ready for the Key Bearers to insert their Blue
Keys into their designated slots in order to power up The Final Key. It is time for the Blue Angels to fulfill their part in the
great Endtime play. But first the bearers of the Blue Keys must take the step of faith and insert their personal key into
the Final Key in order to set us free to release the energy from the powerhouses of God. This is the last step of faith
required by our King to set in motion the final stages of Endtime events…we are waiting, it is your call. I see your
thoughts; you hesitate at the door wondering if what you are hearing is indeed me your Clear speaking. You must close
this mind-door immediately and open the door beside it called “The will of God”…the door you are at now is very
dangerous, it is a door of testing and the enemy is just inside the entrance and if you step through the door he will
pounce and you will have to fight for your life. Now step out by faith and slam the door and in so doing you will hear him
scream in anguish, for his day has come and his debt to all creation needs to be paid in full.

Share the good news with your family and with those within the core…and according to their faith will it be done
unto them. Whether one key or many keys enter the Final Key it matters not, all were called, all the Children of David
were destined to stand where you now stand, at the cusp of the day of miracles. Whosoever, from this point on that
inserts their Blue Key of faith and obedience into their designated key holes will receive the reward of faith.



(Clear:) One simple step of obedience and the promises given to the Children of David will be released, the day of
final release has come, you are those that these promises were given to, they are yours by faith, take up your blue key
and by faith insert it into the Final Key and set this final stage of world history in motion.

(Jesus speaking:) Do you want the End to come? Call and ask, and it will be so. This is part of your destiny; just
as inserting the Blue Key is part of your destiny. So call, and it will be so.

[26. Your destiny is to be the ones who have the final key to turn the final lock. No angel in Heaven‚ no spirit being
has this power. This is your destiny--you of the children of David. This is what I am counting on you to fulfill.

27. Make the changes needed, do whatever it takes to unlock every lock you are faced with, so that you can
stand with your brethren in that day when the final key is slipped into the final lock, and the earthshaking noise of the
floodgates of Heaven echoes around the world, and you experience My power like never before! (Assembling the Final
Key! #3525)]

The Keys of Blue and Gold

Call on the keys of Blue and Gold which changes your carnal desires and causes the hunger and wonderment for
our world to grow in your heart. This key was created by our love and craving to become one with the King... it's the key
to all dimensions and if you have this key you can access any dimension. But it only yields its power to the most empty
and yielded heart. It is only activated by desperate hunger for the Lord and His secrets. So make room for me to press
this key close to your heart...let its light shine on you and brighten all the dark parts of your little world. It's time to leave
the little world you've known for so long, break out and face reality. Let us rewrite you with the keys! Let us open the
door to the world from which your soul belongs. It only seems like there is so much standing in your way, because you
are standing on the ground. Rise up on the wings of praise, and stop believing that it doesn't work as good as we say it
does. Put your whole heart behind your pursuit of our world... your world, your Home. Call me to come and come I will,
to pick you up out of that despair-filled realm. It's a testing ground that's why the despair is so heavy there. The Lord
allows the spirit to be too heavy for you so you have to rise above using His power of the keys and praise.

(Question:) What relation does this key (the keys of blue and gold) have with the Blue Key?
It is just another name of the same key and this key holds the same power as the Blue Key and is of the same nature. To
call on one is to call on the other, and the only reason there are two names, is to clarify things in your eyes.

The Importance of Praise

(Vision:) I see three Blue Angels standing together, with eyes closed and reverently praising the Lord. The way
they praise the Lord is so intense; their entire soul is pouring forth and you can feel the Lord's pleasure and power
electrifying the air. They demand full power, because their praises are so all-out! They seem to be focusing on these keys
that are floating in front of each of them. I realize that these are Blue Keys as each key seems to be empowered by their
praises.

(Saramay speaking:) Praise is each breath we take. We have come so close to the Power because of how we
have learned to praise with all we have. Praise fills our entire being and our very appearance stands and glorifies Him.
We aren't created for anything else but to please Him and it is our praises that empower us so drastically and why we
are the Keepers of the Power of Heaven. You ask how the Blue Key and Key of Praise are so similar. Well, the nature of a
Blue Being is praise and complete adoration of the King, so our Key is almost synonymous with praise. We want to
remind you that we are all about praise; we exist to show forth His power as it flows through us. To access the Blue Key
you must come directly to us, for no other entity holds this Key, whereas the Key of Praise is in the hands of many spirit
beings and has similar properties. The Blue Key is the Blue Angel Key...the Key to our hearts and the Key of Praise is like
the entrance into that world. You should call on both, for the Blue Key is a very intimate Key and not to be called on
lightly...so is it wise to use the Key of praise to enter into our realm so you can gain greater access to the Blue Key and to
our hearts. ILY.

The Key of Humility
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“Keys, Keys, Keys, there are many keys to many doors, but the first is the Key of Humility, empowered by the
Blue Key, because unless you see the insufficiency and the helplessness of self, you will not go looking for more.“

Unless the Keys of Humility unveil your eyes…you will think you know quite a bit and will lack the desperation to
search and search for more. Your scales of pride have to be removed, or you will think you are pretty smart and will be
content to stay at the level you are. But to keep climbing, you must be open to the dying of self. Yes, the higher you get,
the more of self you will have to leave behind, but that is positive and very good, right? Some cannot go further and
desire not to leave all of self, yet this is the highest calling. With it comes great sacrifice, laying down of self to where
you no longer live, but Christ that lives in you —transparency. So ask for death to self. Ask us to bring you very low so
that when it’s time to raise you up, you will be propelled much higher into the realm of the Spirit, –that is, until it’s time
for another dying and laying down and crushing.

Your desires must go beyond the intellect, for there is pride hiding there and pride is the enemy of the blue key.
Simplicity is what you seek, the simple, the lovely things that mean so much to our Lover. The intellect draws attention
to self and self of course draws others to self. Let these surmising pass on by and come deeper into the spirit with
us…we are calling you and we desire to meld with you in the hot passion of our Saviors love.

(Blue Angel Speaking:) To gain us you must give all, and to win Christ there must be humility and utter
desperation. Seek always to be little and desperate and hang about your neck the Key of Humility. There’s much more to
come, little one. Stay hungry for us and stay empty for us and we will come to you!

Walk in humility my love, don’t allow the flesh to precede, call on the Keys of humility every morning, make this
a habit and the spirit will increase in strength; call on the Blue Key to enhance your thoughts and words. It is work, yes,
but in so doing you will begin to fade and the spirit will dominate the prophet.

The humility of the blue Keys will give you true strength that conquers the world.

(Jesus speaking:) “Diamonds are very special. and for you to gain these diamonds on your key is a symbol of love
and utter sacrifice of your own will. Diamonds in the Heavenly realm can stand for submission, like David’s revelation of
the diamonds of dust. To shine like a diamond, you have to be humble because you have no light of your own. The
proud are filled with dirt and no light can reflect from their surface. So whenever you have to humble yourself and it
hurts to do so, remember the diamonds and remember that others want to see My light. For them to see it, the dirt has
to be washed from you, and only the crushing and chipping of your pride can ever allow the light to be seen.

I need you to hand over the keys that can unlock the door; I need the key of your majesty of choice. Here on
earth you will have to give it to Me many times, but if you fight hard and keep giving it to Me, I will meet you in Heaven.
I will keep you close to Me in ways that you wouldn’t dream of. I will keep you close like a precious treasure. I’ll keep
you in My pocket, and you will be My special thing that I use at My pleasure for whatever I want. You will be used by Me,
and you will fulfill that for which you were created. If I need something to reflect My light, I can use you, the transparent
beings –a whole other class of spirits. Who are these? you ask. These are the transparent ones who gave and gave till all
they have left is a form to reflect His light. You can seem far away from the goal…but darling, keep using your Blue Angel
and the Blue Key and let the “you” you know be erased.

As you claim the Blue Keys and hold Me accountable for the outcome, as you put your feet on them and go to the
Judge and request that true justice be made, these words will be done! When you realize that you have this power and
authority in your hands and go to the Bank of Heaven asking to get what is yours by right, and don’t leave My presence
until you have got what you came for, then I will bless thee. Then is when you will see with your eyes what you believed
by blind faith.

The Key of Desiring Him Above All Things

(Clear:) Come away with me and I will take you to a room where is hidden the rarest of all gifts, a treasure so
costly you must strip away all that you hold dear in this world, even yourself, your mind, your heart and your will. See
what I am holding in my hand, do you remember this key? The Blue Key itself is forged from this Key. It is the Key to the
secret chamber where the pearl of great price lays waiting for anyone who desires it. Take my hand and let’s hold this
key together, my hand in yours, with the key of desiring Him above all things safely tucked between our palms. When
we reach the door we will insert the key together, that is my purpose as your blue angel, I hold your hand as you insert



the key then nudge the door ajar. If you will I can stand at the door as sentinel or I can enter the chamber of His heart
with you as we experience His love together; ask Him what His wish is and He will whisper His desire. There is another
door deep within the chamber of His heart and it leads to your heart. It is often closed, and that is because when you are
out in the world that door closes, it would seem of itself. However what pushes against it are all the distractions of the
world you live in, they shove constantly against the door and often trap you outside of the bedchamber of His heart. At
times it can be especially difficult to open the door due to the clutter thrown there by you and others. This is another
reason for my being by your side; your Elerian can also help unclutter the doorway of your heart that is if you call him to
lend a hand. The things of the world seem so important, that is until you pass the threshold and then suddenly they
become part of a world far removed from the one you just entered. If you are having a difficult time keeping those
thoughts and worldly cares from slipping in behind you, then ask me to stand sentry, for I am an expert key wielder, we
can call on them together and they will sweep the obstacles away.

If you believe that I can change everything, if you believe that the Blue Keys work, if you believe that the golden
Key of David can open all doors then open it by your obedience to the words that I give you through the old wine of
David’s letters and the NewWine that tells you in more detail how these things will come to pass.

The Blue Key Shields

The enemy is trying to mop up the last pockets of resistance there in the physical world, so a lot of pressure and
attention is being brought to bear on you all. Those Keys you’ve been learning to wield are the vital element in keeping
the bubble of protection strong around you and your loved ones. As the battle rages the Keys are the wall between
those darts and fireballs of Satan delivering a deadly blow. Keep up your blue Key shields beloved, they are your only
protection, and whilst the enemy’s darts cannot enter, your weapons can fire right through the Key empowered force
field and dissipate any defence shields he has. He may have upped the ante but I have also, and some of the weapons
and defence mechanisms I’ve created since he’s been locked out of the know, he cannot even begin to copy or
comprehend.

The Journey Continues

At the touch of your faith the Blue Key rises from its resting place, right where you left it. Your will, call it your
desire, is what activates the faith needed to move forward once again. Another forsaking is required, it may not be
because you didn’t desire to move forward, but it may be that the things, troubles and distractions of this world were
blocking your path. Freedom of spirit is required, it is a prerequisite, and to obtain that freedom, the cares of the earth
life have to be relinquished, and to relinquish them you must use the keys of trust and faith. These Keys release you
from the fear of the future and of self, of thinking you have to be the one to move or carry that load you see when you
look around you at all the physical obstructions in your path. The really big obstacles actually take less faith than what
you need for the little ones. It’s the little ones that tempt you to pick up and carry yourself. The big ones are obviously
too big for you so you quickly run to the Keys to move or dissipate them. It’s those little ones that you feel are well
within your own capabilities, that trap and slow down your journey. Nevertheless my love it is all part of the “changing
of you” journey. As much as you want to push ahead and quickly reach that big beautiful golden mountain that you see
poking its gorgeous crown above the clouds of this world, you just as quickly find that it not a matter of self-effort but
faith. And faith takes patience just as surely as patience takes faith.

I can tell you that time to learn these important earth lessons is running out, and it is…will it make you more
determined? All the same, can you add one cubit to your spiritual stature by thinking it, no, of course not. Yet there are
steps that you can take to make your path less cluttered, and the Keys play a vital role in this. I your Blue Angel also play
a vital role in this. The Word of God, your obedience, the Keys, we your spirit helpers, your faith and determination;
there are many factors that must be factored in and applied….


